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Abstract
In order to protect ICS (Industrial Control System), there are many discussions about ICS security from the viewpoint of cyber 
defenders. ICS, however, has its specific difficulties to install IT security means such as antivirus with firewall software, because 
of its 24 hour-a-day, 365 days-a-year non-stop operation under the safety first culture. Comparing IT system, ICS has a certain 
advantage related to handling against cyber-attacks with operation staffs and safety devices installed in a plant. It is indispensable 
to fully utilize this advantage, ant at the same time, it is necessary to create leeway in terms of mental and time state to start 
staff’s situated actions based on the safety training. In order to prepare maximum leeway and to prevent effective and 
concentrated cyber-attacks, human factors of attackers should be analyzed based on their attack scenarios each having three 
stages; “Information Gathering Time”, “Free Attacking Time”, and “Cover Up Time”. In this scenario, the attacker usually 
strives to shorten “Information Gathering Time”, and also “Cover Up Time” so as to extend “Free Attacking Time”.In this 
research, the authors propose CamouflageNet that changes its own configuration when it detects a signal of reconnaissance 
activities such as NMAP scan at the “Information Gathering Time”. This dynamic reconfiguration forces the attackers to waste 
their valuable “Information Gathering Time” by re-reconnaissance, which disturbs their concentration works. CamouflageNet 
consists of ICS Communication Profiler, Honeypot Generator, Dynamic Traffics Generator and Network Exchanger. In this 
paper, an illustrative example of CamouflageNet installed in our cyber-attack test bench is also presented.
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1. Introduction
Industrial Control System (ICS) includes many number and kinds of systems, for example, supervisory control 
and data acquisition (SCADA), programmable Logic controllers (PLC), and engineering workstations.It is true that 
ICS is becoming vulnerable from cyber-attacks, because ICS encompasses systems to control industrial processes 
with network communications remotely. ICS-CERT says “there are many ways to communicate with a CS network 
and components using a variety of computing and communications equipment. A person who is knowledgeable in 
process equipment, networks, operating systems and software applications can use these and other electronic means 
to gain access to the CS.”[1]. Increasing ways to communicate with CS spread usability so that an operation staff can 
integrate distributed ICS through corporate network andcontrol system vendors can access to ICS from Internet and 
fix problems. On the other hand, vulnerabilities are also increased. To cope with this, ICS security staffs should 
safely handle ICS incidents caused by anonymousattackers while they are in conflicts between usefulness and 
security.
ISO/IEC 27002 [2] recommends that an information security system should be designed to control 3 elements; 
Confidentiality, Integrity, and Availability. Typically, it is said that Availability is most important for ICS network, 
because ICS is linked by a very strict plant operation environment so as not to stop its operation. As a result of 
keeping Availability, ICS cannot be installed usual anti-virus software or firewall on IT system. Since ICS is already 
connected to Internet and surrounded by such environment, it is very difficult to defend ICS completely. 
TrendMicro’s report [3] shows that their SCADA emulated honeypot contains data which has been subjected to a 
total of 39 attacks from different 14 countries for 28 days.
This is the reason why we need to consider about not only defending ICS completely, but also disturbing the 
attackers. In this paper, we explain our proposed “CamouflageNet”, which is applied as ahoneynet, and indicate high 
workability thereof at ICS.
2. Methodology
2.1. Attack scenario
According to the red-team and blue-team trainings designed by the authorities, the following 3 phases are 
prepared to simulate typical cyber-attacks.
x Information Gathering Time (IGT)
This phase is the first phase for attacking. Attackers find and search the vulnerabilities about ICS hardware and 
software. For example, the attackers use social engineering skillsto reconnoiterforintruding into ICS control 
center, or usenetwork scanning toolsto get information about ICS network devices. The deliverablesof this phase 
are the information about the ICS profile and it need to be highly accurate.
x Free Attacking Time (FAT)
At this phase, the attackers start attack by utilizingthe information that they got duringIGT. The more accurate 
and deep information about ICS attacker have, they can proceedricher attacks. The deliverablesof this phase 
depend on attacker’s purpose. Someone may require the control ICS, other one require just collect information 
about ICS. 
x Cover Up Time (CUT)
This phase is last phase but, some attacker doesn’t through this phase.The attackersjudge which traces should be 
erased or not and erase their traceable marks. The deliverablesof this phase are erased logs and filesthat mark 
attacker’s signature.
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Fig. 1.Attack scenario flow.
Fig.1 shows the work flow between phasesalong with attacker’s scenario. At FAT, the attackers may get new 
vulnerabilitiesor new attackingapproaches, or fail to crack by some reason. So, IGT and FAT becomesa possibly 
cyclic flow until they get certain results. When the attackers complete their purpose or satisfies with their output or 
give up his/her purpose, she/her changes the phase to CUT.
2.2. Defend methodology
2.2.1. What is most efficient
Table 1 shows the detail of each phase. Analyzing each phase with the attacker’s aspect, twoimportant 
factorsareappeared. One is the output at each phase, another is time management.Whether the attacker can say that 
they reach their pulpous is determined by the output of FAT. If attackers get the accurate information about ICS, 
they may fail to reach their purpose. So, it is declare that FAT is the most effective phase for attacker.Time 
management is also important factor. The longer attacking time shows the higher possibility of fail, because the ICS 
security staffs may detect intrusion and recover the vulnerabilities.
At IGT and CUT, the attackerswould liketo work smoothly and invisibly. In order to geta big target, the attackers
strive to ensure sufficient timeat FAT because enough time and vulnerabilityeasily advance the attackers to the next 
sophisticated attacks.So the ideal scenario for attackersis to get accurate information about ICS within short time at 
IGT, to assign a long enough time forattacking ICS, and to erase their traces smoothly. 
Table 1. Detail of each phase.
Category IGT FAT CUT
Deliverables Succeeded
attacks







The inaccurate information about 
ICS
Fail to crack.
not reach attacker’s purpose
Remain attacker’s trace
Ideal time for attacker Shorten lengthen shorten
2.2.2. Defend methodology
The methodology that named CamouflageNetcreates the unwanted environmentagainst the idealof attacker
discussed previous section.This methodology is just focus on IGT and FAT. At IGT, CamouflageNet works to
lengthen the time that the attackerspay excess costs to gather accurate information, and it also works to detect the 
attacker’s intrusion. At FAT, it works to probablyhidden the real target machines. The attackers take too long time 
to determine which device is the machine having vulnerabilities. CamouflageNet cannot defend ICS perfectly, 
thoughit is able to disturb attacker’s acts and gain a valuable time that ICS security staffsrecover their system 
attacked.
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2.3. System for defendingmethodology
CamouflageNethas 4 functions. The details of its functions are shown below.
Fig. 2.Extend the network with honeypots.
2.3.1. Extension ofthe original network
CamouflageNet showsthe attackersfaked virtual machines (honeypot) to mislead that the ICS network is bigger 
than actual. For example, in Fig. 2, threereal machines and twohoneypots are on the ICS network (192.168.1.0/24). 
The attackers have to scanfivemachines including honeypots. Without honeypots, the attackers just search 
threemachines. The attackers take more time to scan the targeted networkif the numbers of honeypots areincreased.
2.3.2. Making copy of ICS device
CamouflageNet creates ICS honeypots by copying actualICS devises. Each ICS honeypot shows same fingerprint, 
same vender, same opened ports, and same services. It means that the attackers cannot detect which device is real 
machine that is possibly cracked. The image that the result of scanning devices is Fig.3 (of course, the word 
“Honeypot” doesn’t appear). The attackers cannot see the distinction just the result of scanning.
2.3.3. Detection ofattacker’s intrusion
Detecting attacker’s intrusion is very important to rapidly recover ICS against attack.CamouflageNet is good tool 
for intrusion detection, because the honeypot CamouflageNet created is never used in the normal operation. 
Detection rule is, therefore, very simple, andjust says “Not Normal” whensome packet tries to connect to the 
honeypot.(Fig. 4)
Fig. 3.Copya fingerprintof ICS device to a counterpart of honeypot.
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Fig. 4.Detect “Not Normal.”
2.3.4. Creation of dynamic network
On common sense, each device on ICS network usually hasstatic IP address to connect each other surely. 
Obviously the attackers also play on common sense that helps attacker to shortcut alternatives. CamouflageNet, 
however, emulates ICS network dynamically. This methodology is very simple, just changesthe IP address of each 
honeypot dynamically. As the result, the attackers cannot distinct actual machines from honeypots that have 
randomlycopied fingerprints, and misunderstand that their tools, their procedures or theirsomething may be wrong.
Fig. 5shows the very simple example of dynamic ICS network. The machine (192.168.1.14) is only 
actualmachine, others are honeypots.
Fig. 5.Camouflage by using dynamic ICS network.




The main requirement of CamouflageNet is Linux OSwithordinaryEthernet port. In this research, we choose 
RaspberryPi[4] for CamouflageNet. Raspberry Pi on Fig.6has avery small size factor, and is cost effective to put 
multiple of CamouflageNet. It alsohasenough CPU power for CamouflageNet and GPIO pins used for outputting
alert signals. 
3.2. CamouflageNet software
CamouflageNet needs to emulate many honeypots with a minimum usage of main memory and CPU power. 
Honeyd [5] is selected as the basetool for CamouflageNet.The virtual machines created by Honeydcan be 
dynamicallyconfigured to run arbitrary services, and their personality can be adapted so that they appear to be 
running certain operating systems.
3.3. Setting ofCamouflageNeton Testbed
Network map of our Testbedis shown in Fig.7. To make it simple, there are only 3 devices, IP camera, Firewall, 
OPC server. OPC server is running windows and connected to PLC connected to Firewall.
4. Verification
In this research, Kali Linux is selected for penetration test. Kali Linux includes severalpenetration test tools.Inthis 
verification, Nmapthat included in Kali Linuxis applied to scan the Testbednetwork,and visualizes how good 
CamouflageNet works.
Fig. 7. ICS network map on Testbed.
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Fig. 8. Scan result of ordinary ICS.
4.1. Not set up CamouflageNet
At first, we tested ICS network without CamouflageNet. The devises on the network appeared clearly as shown 
inFig.8 where IP camera, Fire Wall and OPC server was listed. On thisenvironment, network scanning took 30 
seconds. 
4.2. InstallationofCamouflageNet to Testbed
Next, we tested ICS network with CamouflageNet. The devices on the network increased to seven asshown 
inFig.9. CamouflageNet host (Raspberry Pi) was192.168.1.235. Honeypots were192.168.1.21,192.168.1.225,and 
192.168.1.191. The shown honeypots werethe clonesof actualdevices, so attacker couldn’tdistinct which was the 
actualmachine. Our environment, scanning took 85 seconds. And one honeypot catches the packets from 
192.168.1.1 (this is kali Linux) shown inFig.10.
4.3. Changeover of device IP address dynamically 
When a honeypot catchesapacket, CamouflageNet detects“Not Normal” situationand reconfigureshoneypots. 
Fig.11showsthe network map after the reconfiguration of honeypots. ICS network seems to be changed dynamically. 
Attacker needs to additional work to search vulnerabilities. 
Fig. 9. Scan results of ICS with CamouflageNet.
Fig. 10.Log fromCamouflageNet.
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Fig. 11.Reconfigure ICS network.
5. Conclusion
Because of the connection between a large number of CS and the very strict environment with which ICS 
network is surrounded, it is very difficult to defend ICS from every attack. So we divide the attack scenario to 3 
phases. At IFG and FTA phases, it is clear that time management is important factor and a system to disturb attack is 
good method for ICS. So we create CamouflageNet that is very suitable methodology for ICS, with availability, easy 
setup, and many functions. Being based on human factors of the attackers, CamouflageNet can be applied as not 
only IT solution, but also more creative solution. That is to say, CamouflageNet can be used for reconfiguring 
Honeypots, determining what kind of honeypots put on ICS network, and so on. 
To disturb attackers in a high efficient manner, we will further develop CamouflageNet in addition to human 
factor knowledge.
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